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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form system by Construction Assistance & Services, Inc. is a
stay in place variable width concrete form used to erect and pour structural concrete walls for
buildings. The form consists of two outer layers of high density EPS polystyrene insulation that
acts as a form to contain the concrete during construction. The polystyrene insulation comes in
variable sizes and configurations, I.E.: Lengths of each plank is available in 4ft., 5ft.-4in., and 8ft.
long. The width of the plank is 12 inches. The thickness is 1-5/8in.The interlocking planks are
connected together with the variable width form connectors, which also vary in different widths to
form a nominal conventional concrete slab type wall.
The connectors are available in the following sizes:

VWC 4 = Concrete O.D.-3-1/2´ Form O.D. - 7-1/4"
VWC 6 = Concrete O.D.-5-1/2´ Form O.D. - 9-1/4
VWC 8 = Concrete O.D.-7-1/2´ Form O.D. - 11-1/4"
VWC 10 = Concrete O.D.-9-1/2´ Form O.D. -13-1/4"
Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form system by Construction Assistance & Services, Inc. is
used to create a monolithic concrete wall system whereby the polystyrene insulation remains in
place after the concrete is poured to act as the building wall insulation. The VWC is designed to
hold the ICF form planks in place during the erection of the form and the placement of the
concrete. After concrete placement the VWC is left embedded in the concrete through and
through. The flat head surface of the VWC on each side of the ICF wall is the used to
mechanically attach interior and exterior wall finishes to complete the building wall system.
Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form system by Construction Assistance & Services, Inc. will
accept a variety of wall finishes such as brick veneer, stucco, wood siding, metal siding, vinyl
siding, gypsum board and any direct applied finishing material approved to go over EPS
polystyrene. All finishes are generally mechanically attached by screw to the flat head surface of
the VWC. Adhesive attachment is also acceptable provided the adhesive is approved for EPS
insulation.
Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form system by Construction Assistance & Services, Inc. is a
structurally engineered concrete wall system. A local structural engineer shall design the strength
of the concrete and the placement of all reinforcing steel in accordance with standard engineering
practices. The form planks may be placed by hand in a stack bond pattern or a running bond
staggered pattern. The forms may also be used in a gang form system where by they are prefaced
in 4ft x 8ft, or 8ft x 8ft or 8ft x 12ft panels and shipped direct to the jobsite for installation on the
foundation. Panel sizes are not limited to the previous sizes and may be varied to accommodate
existing job conditions
Please consult Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form system by Construction Assistance &
Services, Inc. for further technical support.
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Typical ICF Plank Diagram
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PREPARING THE FOOTING OR SLAB FOUNDATION
FOR Versa-Form Insulated Concrete FORM INSTALLATION
FOOTING AND SLAB FOUNDATION:
Construct footings and or monolithic slab and grade beam foundations according to the
plans and specifications. All footing and slab foundation forms should be constructed
square and level as per the dimensions shown on the plans. Concrete should be placed
level to within specified tolerances where applicable. Square and level footings and slab
foundations will result in easier installation of the Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Forms.
If the footing or slab is required to slope, a cast in place monolithic curb the width of the
ICF form can be poured to set the ICF form on If this is not possible built up wooden
plates or curbs can be formed to place the first course of ICF forms on. Consult your
Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Forms dealer for help in these situations.
REINFORCING STEEL (REBAR)
Vertical Dowels at the Footing or Monolithic Slab
Wet Set or Floating In Place
Have on site prior to pouring footings or slab foundation, precut rebar dowel bars or hook
bars cut to the proper length to allow the proper splice or lap between bars. See plan
specification for proper splice lengths. Premark all openings in the wall on the footing or
slab form which will extend all the way down to the floor, i.e.: doors. Mark the width
allowing for the rough frame width. This will be the area you will need to leave out the
dowel bars.
After the concrete has been leveled and while the concrete is still wet but stiff enough to
support the rebar you are ready to place the dowels in the wet concrete. Beginning at a
corner of where the wall will go. Take a 4ft to 5ft. Section of ICF form (pre assembled
with connectors) and place the rebar dowels in between the tie connector on the proper
spacing as called for on the plans. You should omit bars at openings extending to the floor
level. For example if the vertical bars are to be a single row on 12 inch centers. Place the
first dowel in the corner of the ICF wall and then place remaining dowels in between every
other connector. This will equal 12 inch spacing since the connectors are 6 inches on
center. Placing the dowels between the connectors will aid you in being able to move the
forms side to side without running into the rebar dowels. For odd increment spacing
(unequal to 6 inch intervals) place the first dowel according to the plan and using a piece
of ICF form as a guide stagger the form over the dowel to center it as best possible so that
the dowel is between connectors. Then complete setting the remainder of the rebar dowels
to the spacing called for on the plan. This again will allow you to move the forms side to
side with out running into the rebar dowels.
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REINFORCING STEEL (REBAR) Con¶t.
Vertical Dowels at the Footing or Monolithic Slab
Pre-tying dowels in place prior to pouring.
Follow the same layout procedures describe on page 5 and tie vertical dowels in place
keeping them plumb and level.
NOTE: After concrete has hardened (usually next day). And before setting any forms go back
with a hand level and plumb all dowels in both directions. This will help in placing the forms as
well as the full-length vertical rebar.

Figure 1
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GETTING READY TO SET FORMS
ORDERING THE FORMS:
How many forms do I need?
How to calculate the forms:
Take each wall segment (length) and list it on the takeoff form. Then multiple it times the height
of the wall and this will equal the square footage of the wall. Now deduct all openings in the wall
segment, i.e. Windows and doors. This will equal the net-formed wall area.
Apply the following formula to the above calculations:
Amount of ICF Planks require:
Example:
Wall

Length X Height=Gross Area - Widows Doors =Net Area divided by 8 X2 = Planks

W-1

20.00 X 8.00 =160 SQ.FT. - (3x5) (3x6.6.67)=124.99 divided by 8X2 =31.24 Planks

Roundup to the next whole number planks would equal 32 total.
Amount of Connectors required
Same example:
Length of wall divided by 0.50 = number of horizontal connectors per row
Height of wall divided by 1.00 plus 1.00 = number of vertical connectors
Top and Bottom Connectors:
Formula: Length of wall divided by 0.50 = number of half connectors for top and bottom row of
connectors.
Example: 20 ft divided by 0.50 = 40.00 top connectors and 40-bottom connectors.
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Full Size Intermediate Connectors:
Formula: Height of the wall divided by 1.00 plus 1.00 minus 2 equals the number of intermediate
rows of vertical connectors. Now multiple this number times the length of the wall divided by
0.50 (number of horz. connectors).
Example: Height = 8 ft.
Length = 20ft.
Step 1. 8.00 x 1.00 + 1.00 = 9.00 rows minus 2 (top & bottom row) = 7.00 Horz. Rows
Step 2. 20.00 divided by 0.50 = ------------------------------------ 40.00 vert. connectors
Step 3 7.00 horz. Multiplied times 40.00 vert. =
280.00 full size connectors
Total Connectors: 40 top half connectors
40 bottom half connectors
280 full size connector
ESTIMATING THE CONCRETE
Formula: Length X Width divided by 27 = c/yards of concrete
QUICK FIGURE
Using the net area of wall square footage (Gross wall area minus all openings)
Quick Formula:
Net area SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.30 divided by 27 = c/yards for 4inch VWF ICF
Net area SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.47 divided by 27 = c/yards for 6inch VWF ICF
Net area SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.63 divided by 27 = c/yards for 8inch VWF ICF
Net area SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.80 divided by 27 = c/yards for 10inch VWF ICF
Example:
The above wall previously used had a net area of 124.99 SQ.FT. Rounded up to 125 SQ.FT.
Therefore;
125 SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.30 divided by 27 = 1.38 c/yards for 4inch VWF ICF
125 SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.47 divided by 27 = 2.17 c/yards for 6inch VWF ICF
125 SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.63 divided by 27 = 2.91 c/yards for 8inch VWF ICF
125 SQ.FT. Multiplied times 0.80 divided by 27 = 3.70 c/yards for 10inch VWF ICF
NOTE: This numbers should be rounded up and an appropriate waste factor should
be added.
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TOOLING UP FOR THE JOB
Basic Tools for Setting Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Forms
Hand Saw
Sheetrock Keyhole Saw
Hot knife (optional)
Kline¶s or Dykes for wire cutting
Chalk Line
Electric Cut off Saw (for cutting steel) Chop Saw
Basic Tools for Traditional Carpentry Work
Framing Hammer
Circular Power saw to cut wood
Measuring tape 100ft and 25ft
3/8 or 1/2 Electric Drill
Electric Hammer Drill or Concrete Nail Gun w/Shot & Nails
2ft. or 4ft. Hand Level
Sledge Hammer
Misc. Materials for Formwork
Roll of Nylon String line
#12 Ga. Wire (fence wire)
Cal Tie Wire rolls or Loop Ties
16 Duplex Nails
16d Galv. Box Nails
8d Galv. Box Nails
#6 Fine Thread Drywall Screws 1´ -1-1/2´
Plastic Tie Straps (4´ or 6´) for tying steel
Larger Tools That Can Be Rented
Vibrators (7/8´ dia. or smaller)
Engineers Transit and Level
Scaffolding
Rebar bending tools (normally have all rebar pre-bent)
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BUILDING THE Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form WALL
LAYING OUT THE WALLS
After the slab or footings have been poured the first thing to do is layout the walls.
Slab foundations and footing should have already been laid out to be square and to the
correct dimensions called for on the plans. However it is always a good idea to recheck
this layout prior to setting up the plate lines for the bracing. To check out the square of
the wall lines follow the procedure below if you are unsure how to square up a foundation
line.
Squaring Things Up:
Taking the two longest sides of the foundation (90 degrees to each other) Establish an
inside base line to work from. For example purposes we will do this using the 6´ VWF.
Example: 6´VWF
The OD of the 6´ VWF is 9-1/4´ outside to outside. At the corners of the foundation
measure in 9-1/4´ and make a pencil mark on the concrete. At the intersecting corner
measure in 9-1/4´ both ways intersecting the pencil marks. From the intersecting marks at
the intersecting corner measure each direction the length of the wall as called for on the
plan subtracting 18-1/2´ (thickness of both wall). This should give you the inside of the
wall at the opposite end of the wall. Now take a tape measure and measure along the
diagonal cord between the triangles you have created (see drawing)
This would be along line ³c´.

a

c
90 deg.

b
Record this dimension. Now do the math to see how square the two legs of the triangle are.
Formula: a2 + b2 = sq.root of c
Simplified: Assume a= 40 b= 60
40x40 + 60x60 =5200 sq.root of 5200=72.11 ft. C=72.11ft or 72ft-1-3/8 inches
If the measurement is incorrect you must adjust leg ³a´ or ³b´ inward or outward until the
measurement is correct. Once this is done you now have two square lines to work from. Now
using a chalk line, chalk a line between the pencil marks outlining the inside edge of the wall on
line ³a´ and line ³b´. From these line continue measuring and laying out the remainder of the
inside edges of the ICF walls. For interior ICF walls mark either side of the wall. Only one side of
the ICF wall is necessary.
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TEMPORARY BRACING
Temporary bracing as outlined in this section will be described for single story
construction using lumber.
Now that you have all your interior ICF wall lines marked it¶s time to place the base plate
or bottom plate for the ribbon wall or Temporary Bracing.
Take a 2x4 (any length) and place it face down on the edge of the chalk line. The 2x4
should be outside of the ICF wall (see drawing).
inside
2x

edge

of

ICF

plate

Figure 2

Using a concrete rotary hammer drill with a 1/4´ bit drill a hole thru the 2x4 plate about
every 4ft - 6ft into the concrete slab or footing. A six-inch bit is ample for this. Make sure you
hold the 2x4 firmly inline with your chalk line. After drilling the hole take 2 #16 duplex nails and
drive them together thru the 2x4 plate and into the hole into the concrete. The nails will wedge
into the concrete holding the 2x4 plate firmly in place. Repeat this as often as necessary to secure
the 2x4 plate to the concrete floor. (In lieu of using a hammer drill you may use a concrete nail
gun to shoot a concrete nail or pin thru the 2x4 into the concrete, either anchor is acceptable.
***To remove the plate after the completion of the ICF walls use a long crow bar or pry bar to
pry up the 2x4 and remove the nails.
Now that the plate is in place go along the base plate marking out all the window and
door bucks outside edges on the plate. (Note) This width should be the I.D. (inside dim.) of the
rough door or window buck. See building window and door buck section in this manual.
After you have marked all the door and window openings on your plate go back to a
corner and measure along the plate a max. of 6ft. On center to mark intermediate stud braces. If
the 6ft. mark falls in the middle or edge of a window or door opening skip to the other side of the
opening and begin measuring and marking 6ft on center again. Do this all the way around the
plate line from corner to corner. For vary tall walls you may want to decrease the spacing of the
studs to 4ft to 5ft. or less (consult Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form). (See Drawing on next
page.)
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top plate
2x4 studs turned
flat @ opening edges
2x4 stud on edge

window

bottom plate
6'-0"

less than
6'-0"

less than
6'-0"

6'-0"

6'-0"

MAX. TEMP. BRACING SPACING
** additional bracing may be required

PREBUILDING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CORNERS
AND TEE INTERSECTION BRACES
OUTSIDE CONERS Nail 2 - 2x6 on edge at 90 degrees to each other
INSIDE CORNES

Nail 2 - 2x4 on edge at 90 degrees to each other.
2x6 outside
corner brace

2X4 inside corner

2X6
outside corner

miter cut
for odd angle
corners

2x4 inside
corner brace

#12 wire
2ft.o.c.

Figure 3

For 45 degree or odd angles miter cut one 2x to fit the angle and nail 2x
together.
These pieces should be same length as temporary Bracing studs.
NOTE: Reverse the above detail for a corner that turns inside i.e. an inside
corner.
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TEE INTERSECTION BRACE
Nail a 2x4 on edge in the middle of a 2x6 or larger 2x (should be equal to I.D. of ICF form at a
min.)

2x insde
corner
tee brace

2x 6 or larger

#12 ga.wire 2ft.o.c.
2x4 stiff back
Tee Brace
These pieces should be same length as temporary Bracing studs.

ERRECTING THE TEMPORARY BRACING
Place an inside corner brace (2x4 to 2x4) at each inside corner. Lay a 2x4 stud at each
place you marked the plate. Also lay a 2x4 stud at each side of the window and door openings
you marked on the plate. Now place a long 2x4 at the top of the studs for the top plate.
All of this is lying down on the slab in position to nail together and stand up.
(See below)

2x4 top plate
2x4 stud
2x4plate

Figure 4

**********Note window and door studs are turned flat
Nail the top 2x4 plate to the top of all studs omitting the corner brace studs. Now stand
up an inside corner on top of the base plate and toenail it to the base plate. Take a hand level and
plumb (level) the corner brace both ways while nailing a diagonal brace from the top of the corner
brace to the base plate below (approx. 45 degrees). Repeat this process at each corner. *****See
drawing on next page.
With the inside corner braces secured now pull a string line from corner to corner at the
top of the studs (wall height). This line is for aligning the wall.
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Diagonal Braces at Inside Corners

Figure 5

Now that the corner brace is plumb and secure stand each section of temporary braces (studs
and top plate) up and place studs on top of the base plate. (See drawing above). Toe nailing
the intermediate studs to the base plate. Continue standing up the sections of temporary wall
bracing and nailing the studs to the base plate. Once you have erected a long length of
temporary wall bracing. It will be necessary to stop for a moment and brace it off to the floor
(for slabs) or the ground if you¶re working on a footing. Select a length of 2x4 that will run
at approx. 45 degrees from the top of the temporary wall brace stud to the slab or ground.
Selecting a common length of 2x4 with help in creating a brace that will accommodate a hand
built scaffold walkway. This will be covered in erecting a walkway later. Take the 2x4 brace
and nail it to the temporary wall studs just under the top plate. Now pushing the wall stud in
and out until the top inside edge of the top plate is aligned with the string line on top of the
wall. This should make the 2x4 stud parallel to the wall. At the same time fasten a 2x block
down on top of the slab at the end of the diagonal brace and nail the brace off once the stud
is aligned.
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Figure 6

For footings drive a stake into the ground at the end of the diagonal brace and nail the
brace to the stake. While standing up the temp wall bracing you can occasionally secure a
diagonal brace about every 10 ft to 12ft to keep the temp wall bracing standing up. Then
go back and align all braces between corners to the line from corner to corner once all
intermediate studs are toe nailed to the base plate.

diagonal brace

secure base & nailer block to slab

Figure 7
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Job Built Scaffold or Walkway
Nail a horizontal cross brace from the vertical stud to the diagonal brace. The height of
this cross brace should be approx. waist high i.e.: meaning that when you are standing on the
walkway the top of the wall is at your waist. Simply measure from the ground up to your waist or
belt height and the measure from the top plate down and mark each vertical stud. Then nail the
cross brace with a minimum of four 16d nails on each end to the vertical stud and horiz. brace.
Then add an additional vertical stud on the opposite side of the diagonal brace to create a handrail
post. Nail this handrail stud to the diagonal brace with four 16d nails and mechanically attach it to
the slab or footing concrete (see drawing below). Then nail horizontal 2x rails to the stud. Then
slide 2x scaffold planks on top of the cross brace for a walkway. Secure the walk board in place.
Lap and nail walk boards together.
x
vertical hand rail stud
vertical

stud
x

x

cross

nail all connection
w/ 4 16 d nails
**denoted by "x"

brace

diagonal

x

brace

x

mechincally attach

base & nailer block to slab

NOTE: Consult a safety engineer or OSHA for applicable safety codes regarding
scaffolding requirements for your specific application and job requirements.
This drawing is for reference purposes only and is not applicable for all job
situations. Consult a safety engineer for your specific scaffolding needs.
NOTE: If you are using patented bracing and scaffolding systems follow manufactures guidelines.
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Job Built Wood Window and Door Buck Fabrication
Windows: Pre-build all window bucks as described below and store on slab until needed.
Consult your window manufacture for rough opening sizes for all windows (the inside
dimension. of the buck). I recommend over building the inside dimension an extra 1/8´ to
1/4´ to give you a little adjustment room when installing the window in the buck later.
Note: This detail is for outside flush mount windows. For recessed windows over build
the buck to allow furring in the inside of the buck so the window will fit inside the buck.
Use CCA treated lumber. If CCA treated lumber is not available wrap 30lbs felt around
2x¶s where in contact with the concrete.
For full width buck at top and sides use 2x8 @ 4´VWF, 2x10 @ 6´VWF,
2x12 @ 8´VWF

Note: Diagonal brace at corners and add horizontal and vertical stiffeners in
the mid span for widths over 5ft.
After window bucks are set in the wall a 1x4 casing will be nailed around
perimeter on exposed edges. See setting buck later in this manual.

B
drive 16d nails
6'o.c. staggered
pattern thru
buck frame to
anchor buck to the
concrete after buck

is set in place

A

A

cross braces

C
C
Isometric View

Front View Assembly

Sides "A" & Top "B" are full width CCA Treated Lumber
Bottoms "C" are double 2x4's with a gap in between to pour concrete thru
***** Use 2x2 for "C" for 4"VWF
Nail all connections with 16d galv. nails
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Job Built Window and Door Buck Fabrication Con¶t.
Door Bucks: Pre-build all door bucks as described below and store on slab until needed.
Consult your door manufacturer for rough opening sizes for all doors (the inside dim. of
the buck). I recommend over building the inside dimension an extra 1/8´ to 1/4´ to give
you a little adjustment room when installing the door in the buck later.
Use CCA treated lumber. If CCA treated lumber is not available wrap 30lbs.
Felt around 2x¶s where in contact with the concrete.
For full width buck at top and sides use 2x8 @ 4´VWF, 2x10 @ 6´VWF,
2x12 @ 8´VWF

Note: Diagonal brace at corners and add horizontal and vertical stiffeners in
the mid span for widths over 5ft.
After door bucks are set in the wall a 1´x4´ casing will be nailed around the perimeter on
exposed edges. See setting bucks later in this manual.

Figure 8

Note 2x Horz. & Vert. Stiff braces
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B

A

A

cross braces

Drive 16d galv.
nail 6: o.c. stagerred
thru buck to anchor
into the concrete
after buck is set.

Isometric View

Front View Assembly

Sides "A" & Top "B" are full width CCA Treated Lumber
Nail all connetions with 16 d galv. nails
Figure 9

Erecting Outside Corner Braces
Stand an outside corner up on the outside corner of the slab. This should be the outside dimension
of the ICF form you¶re using. If its not adjust the base of the outside in or out as needed to get
the correct width. Then fasten the base of the outside corner brace to the slab foundation. This
can be done by drilling a couple of holes thru the 2x and into the concrete and driving two-16d
nail into the concrete thru the 2x. Or you can shoot concrete nails with a concrete nail gun thru
the 2x into the concrete. Once the base of the outside corner is anchored. Use your hand level to
plumb the outside corner both directions and nail a 2x4 spacer across the top to keep the proper
width and to hold the outside corner brace plumb (level). As an option you may find it easier to
keep the outside corner brace plumb with diagonal braces (not shown). Install the diagonal braces
the same as the inside diagonal braces described earlier (*see drawing on next page). Complete
erecting all outside corner braces. This detail would be opposite for inside corners 2x6¶s on
the inside.
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2x spacer

outside corner

nail on to side of

Diagonal Braces at

slab or stake off
to the ground

Inside Corner

Figure 10

Outside Corner Brace Detail
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Erecting All Doors Bucks
The next step is to erect all walk thru openings and door bucks. Stand the door buck up on the
inside of the base plate matching the previously laid out opening on the base plate. Toe nail off
one side of the buck at the bottom to the base plate. Now take your hand level and plumb the
door buck on the side of the buck. With the door buck plumb toe nail the other bottom to the
base plate. This should align the buck with the two 2x4 studs previously nailed in the ribbon wall.
These 2x studs are turned flat 3-1/2´ width parallel to the buck. Nail the 2x studs with 16 duplex
nails approx. 2ft. on center to secure the buck in place. These 2x studs will also act as a
temporary casing to hold the forms in place around the buck. Nail 1x4 around the other sides of
the buck to case the buck. This can be done now or later after all bucks are installed and forms are
up.

nail buck to vertical studs

1x4 casing opposite
side of frame
typ. all sides

2 ft. o.c. min.

Door Buck or Walk Thru Opening Frame
add vertical and horizonal stiffners braces for widths over 5ft.
Figure 11
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NOW IT¶S TIME TO SET FORMS
By now you should have plumbed all the dowels sticking out of the slab or footing. If you
haven¶t go back and do this now.
Setting the first starter course:
Begin by placing two pieces of ICF planks on edge parallel to each other. Now take
bottom half connectors (these are the connectors with 2 cross bars) and insert them into
the slots in each plank. Insert the connector until it is flush with the surface of the plank.
See drawing below. On the first set of planks leave out the first connector out i.e.: leave
the first set of slots empty. This is the corner set of planks. All other planks should have
connectors in all the slots.

insert bottom connectors in bottom course full depth of slot
Figure 12

Make up several of theses forms with the bottom connectors inserted and place on the slab
out of the way. At this time you will need to place some rebar splice rings on the vertical dowels
coming out of the slab. You can make splice rings out of 20 ga. PVC plastic pipe. Get some joints
of PVC pipe in a diameter that will be equal to the twice the size of the vertical rebar plus a 1/4´.
For example if the vertical bar is 5/8´, 2x¶s 5/8´ is 1-1/4´ plus 1/4´ equals 1-1/2´ pipe. Cut the
PVC pipe into pieces about 2´ to 2-1/2´. Place a piece of splice ring over the dowel resting it on
the slab. This splice ring will be used later to connect the full-length vertical rebar to the dowel.
The splice ring could also be made-up in advance prior to this time. See Picture on next page.
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rebar

20

dowel

ga.
pvc
splice
ring

Figure 13

Upon completing this task your ready to set the first course in place. Take a section of these
forms and put it in place starting at a corner. Slip the form over the rebar dowels and slide it up
tight against the inside of the outside corner brace, and up against the base plate. Now continue
placing the other starter course forms abutting each section end to end. As you place a new
section of forms down on the slab or footing place a bottom connector in between the forms and
push the forms tightly together. It may help to use a nail to hold the connector against the
previously placed form while bring the next section of forms up against the form already in place.
Push this nail in horizontally in the foam just under the middle cross bar on the connector until the
head of the nail is flush with the plastic connector. Continue the placement of the first course of
forms until you come to a door buck or the other corner at the end of the wall section. When you
come to the buck or opposite corner it will be necessary to field cut the last form to fit. When
making this cut always cut the form measuring from the end of a the plank or form. Or if using a
piece of left over form always measures from the connector slot. This will always keep the
connector slots lined up when put in place. Now that you have the first course of forms in place
go back to the corner you began at and cut the inside plank flush with the inside corner brace 2x.
Also go to the opposite corner and do the same, cutting the inside plank flush with the inside
corner brace. See drawing next page.
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Figure 14

Once you have this first course down with only the bottom connectors installed place a horizontal
rebar or (rebar¶s) on top of the bottom connector in between the rebar guides.
As you place the horizontal rebar remember to pay attention to the required splice lengths and
side clearance required. This is usually called out on the plan. Lap the bars as required. Also make
sure you insert corner bars at every corner as required on the plan. Consult the engineer if you
don¶t understand this.
Now take full size connectors and begin placing full size connectors in the open slots at the top of
the forms joining the two sides of planks together. Place all connectors with the rebar guides
(little vertical tips) pointing up. If you miss a few alone the way don¶t worry about it. These
guides help hold the rebar in place. At this time it is necessary to field make a few nailer
connectors.
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Figure 15

Nailer Connectors are used to fill the empty slot that will occur right at the corner or the first slot
in from the corner. To make a nailer connector take your Kline¶s (wire cutting pliers) and cut a
full tie in half alone the vertical cross bar splitting the connector. Take one half of the nailer
connector and place it in the empty slot at the corner on the outside plank. This nailer connectors
purpose is to make sure you have an outside connector to make any kind of mechanical
connection at the outside of the wall corner i.e.: brick ties, etc. after the wall is poured (See
drawing below)
Nailer Connector

Figure 16

Now as you finish placing full size connectors in the top slots of the first course. As you come to
a joint in the panels on the first course place a 16 d nail in the foam plank under the middle cross
bar on the connector (only at the plank joints). Push the nail in under the surface of the foam a
little. This will help keep the connector from slipping down later. This only occurs on this course.
See drawing next page.
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Once you have this first course filled with full size connectors place a horizontal rebar or
(rebar¶s) on top of the connector in between the rebar guides. Note the connectors are 12 inches
on center horizontally. If your rebar spacing doesn¶t match a 12 inch spacing (i.e. 24 in., 36 in.,
48in. etc.) you will need to tie vertical rebar in place to tie off the horizontal rebar too. If this is
the case most installers will decrease the spacing of the vertical bars to some multiple of 12 so
that the bars will be on top of the connectors i.e. (if your spacing was 18´ decrease the spacing to
12´). This will usually only add one or two additional horizontal bars and add strength to the wall.
You may also want to consult the engineer on the project about this. As you place the horizontal
rebar remember to pay attention to the required splice lengths and side clearance required. This is
usually called out on the plan. Lap the bars as required. Also make sure you insert corner bars at
every corner as required on the plan. Consult the engineer if you don¶t understand this.
Now that the first courses of forms are set and the horizontal rebar is set, things will begin moving
pretty fast. At this time there are a few thing you can do that will expedite the setting of the forms
and save you some time.
First figure out where the bottom of the window bucks will be on the wall. To do this simply take
the over all height of the buck and measure down from where the tops of the window bucks will
be located and mark the vertical studs in the temporary bracing wall.
Example: Most windows are 6¶-8´ above the floor line (slab) to line up with the top of doorways.
If this is true in your case measure up 6¶-8´ plus the thickness of the buck (1-1/2´) or 6¶-9 1/2´
from the floor slab and make a mark on the stud. If the floor slab is level repeat this step at all
windows. If the slab is not level use an engineer¶s level to transfer this reference mark to all the
window locations. Now go back and measure down the height of the window buck and mark the
window buck stud to locate the bottom of the buck.
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The purpose of this reference mark is two fold. First it¶s necessary to properly locate the window.
It will also serve as a reference to know when to stop and place the window buck while laying
forms. We will cover this in detail in setting the window bucks. For now just make sure you¶ve
marked all the tops and bottoms of the bucks on the studs.
The next thing to get ahead on is precutting some of the horizontal rebar. You now have all your
windows and door bucks located. If you are field cutting your horizontal bars count the number of
courses of bars you will need. Measure the distance between window and door bucks and cut
these bars ahead of time. Note: allow for proper end clearance as noted on the plans. The more
experienced installer usually does this step. If its your first time to do this kind of work take your
time and cut each piece of rebar after you set each course of forms until you become comfortable
with the step by step process.
Now we¶re ready to complete setting the forms.
With the first course of forms set and the horizontal rebar placed begin setting the individual form
planks. This is done in what¶s called a running bond pattern. Just like looking at a brick wall
pattern. The planks are staggered, as they are place. The length of the stagger should always be a
minimum of 12 inches. For best results stagger the plank 50% each way.

Figure 18

To begin the second and remaining courses take a single plank and start by placing the center slot
in the new plank over a butt joint in the first course. This would place half of the 2nd course form
on top of half of two bottom course forms (see drawing). Place the opposite side plank in the
same way. This interlocks the planks together. Continue working both directions down the wall
sandwiching the planks on top of the connectors to joint the planks together. Again cutting the
end planks to fit the corners and at the edges of the bucks as described on the first course. Install
corner nailer connectors and lay in horizontal rebar on top of the connectors including corner
bars.
Continue repeating these same steps for each course of forms. Stagger each course as you
begin a new course. Always stagger each course of forms as you jump across a door or window.
The only time you would not make a stagger is if you have a length of wall that is shorter than a
full-length plank. Then you can stack the forms straight up without a stagger. Otherwise always
stagger each course of forms.
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Now as you have begun to set the 2nd and preceding courses it¶s time to be thinking about where
the bottom of the window bucks are in relation to the courses of forms.
Lay the courses of forms up until you are one course of forms into the bottom of the window
buck.
Cut Out For Window Buck
Now take a hand level and level a horizontal line across the backside of the inside ICF plank the
width of the window buck frame (this width should be marked on the base plate and should be the
inside width of the rough window buck frame). Now mark the vertical sides of the window buck
frame (approx. 1-1/2´ from the edge of the window buck studs). Now cut the foam out to create
a place for the buck to sit in the form. Upon cutting the inside form transfer this cut out using a
hand level and framing square to the outside form. Then cut out the foam on the outside form.
(See picture)

Cutting Window Bottom
And
Setting Window Buck
Figure 19

Setting the Window Buck
Now with the bottom of the window buck cut out check your plans to see if any additional rebar
is called for under the window. Sometimes engineers will add additional corner bars or diagonal
bars at the outside corners of openings. If you need to place any of these bars do so now
before placing the buck.
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Now place the buck up in the cut out of the foam. Nail the backside of the buck to the vertical
2x4 stud in the ribbon wall. Check the buck for proper height with the previously place marks on
the studs. Also after placing the first nail plumb the buck with a hand level before continuing to
nail off the buck. Nail the buck to the studs with 16 d duplex nails approx. 12´ on center. These
nails will be removed after the wall is poured.
Now that the window buck is placed resume placing each course of forms as described above. As
you come to the top of the window and door bucks check your plans to see if any additional rebar
is called for at the top corners or if any lintel rebar is required for large open spans across the
opening. If you need to place any of these bars do so now before proceeding with the forms.
Once this is done continue coursing out the forms over the bucks. It may be necessary to cut a
couple of planks to get the connector slots in the planks to stay aligned when crossing over the
buck on this course. This is usually recognizable but worth mentioning. Just make sure you
measure and cut from a slot in a plank. Add an additional connector if your cut is an odd
dimension. Cut a slot in the next plank above this added connector to accept the connector. Never
leave out a connector and never space out the connectors more than 6 inches on center if field
slotting a plank.
Lap Plank min 1 slot & field cut
Aline Slot

Door

Crossing Over Top Of A Buck
Figure 20

Turning A Corner
Once the first course of forms have been set down one wall or an entire section of wall forms
have been set you are ready to set forms around the opposite corner.
Take a pre- assembled bottom form previously put together with bottom connectors in it.
Measure the distance from the inside of the outside plank to the inside of the inside plank. This is
the concrete thickness. Take the pre-assembled bottom form section at one end measure this same
distance from the end and mark the inside plank. Cut this piece of plank off to allow the new
bottom form to fit inside the corner abutting the already set forms. (See drawing on pg.23).
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You are now ready to complete the placement of the first course of forms. Follow the same steps
described above for setting starter course of forms. Install all nailer connectors, and rebar, as
described above in the previous section. Remember to place the vertical rebar PVC splice rings on
the rebar dowels prior to setting the first course of forms. Continue setting the remaining courses
as described previously. However there is one more step to be taken when making a corner. As
you erect a corner form you will need to wrap the corner with a #12 tie wire at every other course
of forms i.e.: 2ft. on center. As you set the form turning the corner place the corner horizontal
rebar and set it in place on the connectors.
Take a length of #12 wire long enough to loop around the outside 2x6 corner brace and the inside
2x4 corner brace. Place the wire around the corner braces at every other course of form joints.
Using your pliers twist the wire up tight. Do this at every other form course. You now have a
reinforced corner that will hold the weight of the concrete.
2x6 outside
corner brace
#12 wire
2ft.o.c.

2x4 inside
corner brace

Working two walls at a time is more productive if you a working a crew of installers. You may
want to turn the corner after setting the first course of forms. This will allow the work to go
faster. For a small crew of 1 to 3 people it may be easier to work one wall at a time. Either way is
acceptable.
Wrapping Things Up
Once you¶ve got a few courses of forms up you need to fasten the bottom course of forms to the
base plate. This can be done as soon as the first course is placed or later as the forms go up. At
any point it must be done prior to pouring the wall.
To fasten the bottom of the form take #6 fine thread sheetrock screws and screw the screw at an
angle thru the 2x4 plate and into the flat surface of the bottom connector. Make this connection
approx. every 4ft to 5 ft. all the way around the base. You may find it faster to do this if another
person gets on the opposite side of the wall and pushes against the wall to hold it firmly against
the 2x plate.
Once the base is secure you need to fasten the ICF wall forms to the vertical studs in the ribbon
wall to plumb the wall forms. This can be done two ways. One is to use the #6 drywall screws and
screw them thru the stud on angle at the inside stud corner and into the flat surface of the wall
connector. Another way and most widely used is to wire the wall connector to the vertical studs
using #12 ga. fence wire.
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Thread the wire thru the foam and around the inside of the flat side of the connector head. Then
wrap the wire around the stud twisting the wire tight pulling the forms to the stud. Either
connection is acceptable. This should be done approx. 3ft. to 4 ft. on center vertically. (See
drawing below).

#12
Wire
Tie @
middle

Screw 2x base plate to
connectors 4ft to 5ft o.c.

Note: Angle screw at approximately 45degrees

#12 Wire Tie

Angled Screw

TOP VIEWS
Figure 21
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Final Course Of Forms
When you place the top course of forms place an extra horizontal rebar on top of the connector in
the 2nd from the top course of forms. Then place the top connectors in the plank slots. The top
connectors are the ones that have a single cross bar.
To align the top of the wall you can secure the wall by screwing or tying the wall connectors to
the top plate approx 4ft. on center. If you want to add an additional ladder brace to align the top
of the wall you may do so. If you are not using the ladder brace be sure to put all the top 1/2
connectors in every slot. Leave the extra horizontal rebar lying loose in the form at this time.

Ladder

brace

Top
connector

Figure 22
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Placing Vertical Rebar
Take a precut vertical rebar and drop it inside the wall form so that the bottom end of this
bar drops into the splice ring on the slab dowel. Plumb the dowel and tie it off. Continue placing
all the vertical rebar in this matter all the way around the wall. Then come back and tie the loose
horizontal rebar in the top of the wall to the vertical rebar maintaining top clearance.

Casing complete

Vertical rebar
Ready to set

Figure 23

Finishing Up The Window & Door Bucks
If you haven¶t completed nailing 1x4 casings around your bucks at this point you should complete
this now. The Casing can be any form of lumber to create a casing around the buck to keep the
forms inline with the buck i.e.: plywood, 2x, etc.). The casing only needs to fill in between the
buck braces as needed. This is nothing fancy and is temporary.
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Laying Out Embedded Items
At this time it¶s a good idea to locate embedded items, i.e.: anchor bolts, straps, ECT. For the
first time user it¶s a good idea to mark the location of the top anchor bolts that will hold down the
top plate after the wall is poured. One way to do this is to take a waterproof marker and mark the
top of the forms or the top 2x4 wall bracing plate. The more experienced installer may find it
faster to measure and wet set the bolts while pouring the wall. If constructing a multi-story
building locate and install all ledger anchors or bolts. Cut out a pocket in the foam behind the
bolts to allow concrete to fill out flush with the outside surface of the forms against the ledger
plate (see ledger drawing).

Top Plate w/ Anchor Bolt

Typical Ledge Detail

cut pocket in foam
to allow concrete to
flow behind 2x

Figure 24

Straps such as flat rafter straps should be laid out before pouring the concrete.
A professional should lay out these types of straps. They must line up next to the rafter so that
when the rafter is placed the strap can be nail to the side of the rafter. Layout the rafter location
on the top of the ICF forms. Then take a flat strap and place 2 or 3 16d nails in the pre-punched
holes in the end of the strap. Insert the strap with the end that has the nails in it into the wall. Lean
the strap at approx. 45 degrees and saw the strap back and forth cutting the strap into the foam.
This will hold the strap in place while placing the concrete. The strap should be half in the
concrete and half out of the concrete. The concrete placement crew should adjust these straps as
they pour the concrete. They may move during the pour. Sandwiching the strap into the foam is
only a temporary means of holding the strap (see drawing on next page).
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Utility Access
Utilities like water, electrical, gas, etc. will need to enter the building somewhere. If the
access is coming thru the ICF walls you will need to pre-located them. Consult the appropriate
subcontractor for the specific locations. The most common way to gain access for these utilities is
to place a PVC pipe sleeve thru the ICF wall forms. This can be done by marking the utility
location and cutting out the ICF form on both sides and slipping the PVC pipe sleeve thru the
forms. If the location cuts thru a form connector or you remove enough foam to weaken the form
cut a piece of plywood big enough to extend beyond the sleeve at least 2 connectors in all
directions. Screw the plywood to the connectors to reinforce the form around the sleeve. If the
sleeve is small and doesn¶t weaken the form you won¶t need to reinforce the forms. Note: The
sleeve should extend outside the wall at least 2 inches on both sides. Make sure the sleeve is big
enough to accommodate the items coming thru it.
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Intersecting Interior Walls
Interior walls can be addressed in two ways. One way is to locate the interior wall at the ICF wall
and insert anchor bolts in the form prior to pouring. After the wall is poured cut out the foam and
install a stud over the bolts. Or cut a pocket in the foam allowing the concrete to pout flush with
the ICF form to create a backup for the stud later. Another option is to locate the interior walls
after the exterior ICF wall has been poured. Then cut the foam off the wall in the stud location.
And then mechanically attach the stud by shooting concrete nails or drilling concrete anchors thru
the stud into the concrete. This would be opposite of a ledger attachment (vertical instead of
horizontal, see detail above).
Pre-pour Check List
9 Prior to pouring the concrete check the following items
9 Check all bracing for plumb and that it¶s firmly anchored in place.
9 Inspect all scaffolding to insure it will support all necessary weight and that it¶s
9 secured properly. Add extra bracing if necessary.
9 Inspect that all ICF forms are secured at the base plate, intermediately tied or screwed
9 to the vertical studs, and tied or screwed to the top plate a minimum of 4ft to 5ft. on
9 center.
9 Inspect all outside corner braces for plumb and that they are ties with #12 wire a
9 minimum of 2ft on center (every other course).
9 Inspect the ICF wall forms for any crack or breaks that need reinforcing or replacing
9 before pouring. ****SEE REPAIR AND REPLACING FORMS BELOW.
9 Recheck the layout location of all window and door bucks as well as all embedded
9 items and wall penetrations. It¶s not a fun thing to have to move a door or window after the
9 wall is poured.
9 Check that all reinforcing steel (rebar) has been placed and is spaced properly.
• CALL FOR ANY INSPECTIONS FROM YOUR LOCAL CODE
AUTHORITIES PRIOR TO POURING.
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Ordering The Concrete
OK, were ready to order the concrete. To figure out how much concrete is needed
refer back to your initial forms takeoff. Or field measure the walls to get the wall square
footage. Deduct the wall openings i.e.: windows and doors, etc.
Note: Wall Sq. Ft. = Length multiplied by Height.
Formula: Wall Sq. Ft. minus openings = Net Wall Sq. Ft.
Multiplied
x wall thickness
Equal =
cubic ft of concrete
Divided by 27
Equal cubic yards of concrete needed
Plus a waste factor
Example: Wall Area = 2000 sq. ft. using 6´VWF forms
Openings
Minus 600 Sq ft openings
Net Wall Area = 1400 Sq. Ft.
Wall thickness x 0.47
Equals 658 cubic feet
Divided by 27 = 24.37 cubic yards of concrete
Plus 3% waste = 0.73
Total needed = 24.10 c/yards.
Round up to 25 c/yards.
What kind of concrete to order? Check the specifications for the required concrete strength i.e.:
p.s.i.
The only requirement for the concrete as for as the ICF forms and placement is
concerned is
the aggregate size.
For the 4inch VWF use 3/8´ max. Or 1/2 minus aggregates
For the 6´, 8´, or 10´ VWF use 3/4´ max. Or 5/8´ minus aggregate.
The concrete should be placed at a 4 to 5 inch slump.
If pumping the concrete verify with the pump company that the concrete mix design meets
pumping standards. Most pump companies and ready mix companies will assist you in this. Also
your Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form distributor will have information on past concrete mix
designs used in your area.
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REPAIRING AND REPLACING FORMS
The items discussed in this section can be used during the erection of the forms or as emergency
procedures for correcting a form problem during a pour.
While erecting forms if you see a form that is cracked or broken mark the form with a waterproof
marker. This will identify the area so that you may correct the area if needed later. In some cases
it may not be necessary to do anything other than mark the crack and monitor the area as you
pour the concrete. Or you may need to take the following steps.
1. If the crack or break occurred between the slots vertically while placing the form go ahead and
set the form. Mark the area and monitor it while pouring.
2. If the crack or break is irregular or running diagonally across the form spanning between 2
connectors or more you need to reinforce the form. You don¶t have to remove the form simply
reinforce the form. To do this take a piece of lumber like plywood and cut a piece big enough to
extend the width and height a distance of one connector past the break or crack. Secure the
plywood over the break using #6 drywall screws by attaching the screws thru the plywood and
into the connector heads (see drawing below). If the form is broke or cracked on both sides of the
wall reinforce both sides of the form as described with the plywood brace. This will keep the form
in place during the pour and hold the weight of the concrete.

use screws to attach plywood to connector

mark & monitor

screw plywood over crack

Figure 27
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3.Accessing the inside of the wall without tearing down a wall section.
If you find that something has been left out of the wall and you need to get into the wall you
don¶t have to dismantle the whole wall.
Or if a piece of form has gotten damaged on one side of the wall and you need to replace it you
don¶t have to tear down the wall.
There could be any number of reasons for this to happen. To correct the problems do the
following.
3.A. Determine how much form you need to open or replace.
Cut the form vertically from connector slot to connector slot one slot past the area you want to
remove. Remove the foam by cutting it out or breaking it out. Be careful not to drop pieces inside
the wall. Make any changes or adjustments inside the wall cavity at this time if required.
Now take a hot knife or a keyhole saw and deepens the slots under the lower connectors and
above the upper connectors. Do this on both sides of the wall to the upper and lower planks still
in place. Now push the connectors down or up into the slots until they are flush with the surface
of the plank. Now cut a piece of plank and insert it into the hole. Make sure the slots in the new
piece align with the slots in the existing planks. Now pull the connectors back up or down into the
slots on the inserted piece. This can be done with a piece of wooden block or the claws on your
hammer by pushing on the head of the connector on the outside of the form. (See drawing)

use screws to attach plywood to connector

deepen slots above &
screw plywood over crack

below.slip
connectors
up & down.Cut out foam.
Insert new piece of foam.
Pull or push connector back
into their slots.

Figure 28
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3B. Repeat this procedure to both sides of the wall if replacing both sides of the form. Note if
replacing both sides of the form omit Deepen the connector slots and remove the full size
connectors and insert new bottom 1/2 size connectors in the slots top and bottom. After inserting
the new piece of form pull and push the new bottom connectors into the plank slots joining the
planks. This is only for replacing both sides of the form.
4. What to do in case of a form blowout during a pour.
First of all don¶t PANIC!!!! Everything is going to be fine. Form failure is rare in most
cases. But is common to all kinds of form systems weather wood, steel, or ICF.
The first thing to do is slow the pump down and move ahead of the break. Or stop the pouring. I
like moving ahead because most breaks don¶t take muck time to fix.
4B. If the form just cracked or swelled outward nail a 2x4 stud vertically on each side of the area
where the form is still good. Now nail a 2x of any kind horizontally across these two vertical studs
directly behind the form. Insert a piece of lumber between the form and the horizontal 2x and
drive a wooded wedge between the two pieces until the ICF form is straight again. Now have the
pump come back to this area and resume the pour until leveled out with the area in front of where
the break occurred.
4C. If the form completely brakes out, spilling the concrete out. Move the pump ahead or
stop pumping as described above. Remove the broken form by cutting it at a connector slot on
each side of the break. Scoop out enough concrete to create a cavity below the broken area. Cut a
piece of foam plank horizontally down the middle (between the slot) the width of the cutout area.
This will give you two 6´ pieces with precut slots, one for a top half and one for a bottom half
form. Slip the new half pieces on over the connectors still on the wall butting the new pieces in
the middle. You may have to bump the bottom piece of form still in place in a little to get the
pieces to align. Now with the new pieces in place screw a piece of plywood to the connector
heads over the new repair. Make sure the plywood extends at least one connector past the break
(see previous drawing above). Now have the pump come back to this area and resume the pour
until leveled out with the area in front of where the break occurred. Note: If the break is of the
nature where replacing the foam is not possible skip the foam replacement and just install the
plywood over the foam allowing the concrete to pour out flush with the form.
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Making The Pour
The first thing to do is determine what kind of mechanical placement you will need to use. This
could be anything from a concrete boom pump truck, a concrete trailer pump unit, or a concrete
conveyor. Another type of mechanical placement devices is a crane and bucket. I do not
recommend ever pouring ICF walls with a crane and bucket.
For the sake of this discussion we will be discussing the use of pumps. Conveyors are ok to use,
but should only be used by skilled experienced user.
Concrete Pump Trucks or boom pumps are by far the most widely use to place concrete these
days. They can pump massive amounts of concrete in short periods of time and demand less labor
to man. However large volume placement is usually not a big factor for the average ICF house.
However labor is a factor, therefore boom truck are an ideal consideration since you can usually
hire one for an hourly fee and they come out manned and rigged by the pump company. Also
trailer concrete pumps are available from pump companies as well. The only thing to consider
here is the cost difference and the added manpower you will need to man the pump hoses. Trailer
pumps also require the use of smaller aggregates and higher cement contents in the concrete mix.
This will usually add cost to your concrete, also availability of these pump may be limited in some
areas.
The procedures we discuss now will apply to whatever mechanical placement equipment you
select.
If using a boom pump you should reduce the last section of hose to 3´ or 4´ diameter. Also add a
double ³S´ bend at the end of the hose (see picture next page). The ³S´ bends helps to cushion
the fall of the concrete as it comes down the hose. This way you¶re not hammering the concrete
into the forms and building to much pressure. A little trick to make pouring around corners and
odd shaped is to tell the pump operator to either leave out the gaskets on the ³S´ bend couplings
and pack them with grease. Or leave the coupling clamps a little looser than normal and add
grease around the fittings. By doing either of these two thing will allow the ³S´ bend to swivel at
the joint allowing you to guide the pump hose around corners and such with less effort. Another
note worth mentioning is that pumps must be primed before they will pump. Many pump
companies use artificial slurry to prime a pump. Never allow the pump operator to pump this
material into your wall. Many of these primer packs will affect the strength of the concrete if
mixed in the concrete. If the pumper is using regular cement grout to prime it should be all right
too pump it into the wall provided the project engineer approves doing so.
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³S´ Bend

Figure 29

To determine the number of workmen needed to pour you can generally go by the following rule.
You will need one man to man the pump hose at the point of discharge (boom pump). You will
need two men to work the forms one inside and one outside. One man to level the concrete at the
window bottoms and helps vibrate the concrete. And one man to level the concrete on top of the
wall and wet set any embeds. I usually like to have one more added man for unforeseen things.
This would total 5 workmen for an average single family home. Smaller job will require fewer
workmen and larger jobs could require more workmen.
Consolidating the concrete can be accomplished in the following methods.
For residential pours the most widely method used is rodding and tapping the sides of the forms
with a hammer and block, and also a minimum amount of mechanical vibrating. All mechanical
vibrating is acceptable provided a maximum diameter of 7/8´ vibrator is used. Over vibrating can
cause forms to distort or even break. Vibrators can be used to consolidate the concrete around the
corners of door and window bucks or in areas with added rebar steel i.e.: lintel beams such as
garage door header beams.
The slump of the concrete should be around 4´ to 5´ at the discharge end of the hose.
The general rule of thumb for pouring ICF walls is to fill around a 4ft. to 5ft. lifts per hour. Also it
is necessary to keep a wet edge on the lifts of concrete to eliminate getting cold joint in the
concrete. As a crew gets more familiar with pouring Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form walls it
is possible to pour 8ft. walls in one lift.
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To pour the walls you should consider the following.
• Staging the crewmen.
• Location of the pump.
• Timing the concrete delivery.
• Predetermine the starting point of the pour.
• Establish good jointing methods. / Horizontal and vertical joints.
Staging the crew was discussed above. The two men working the sides of the forms first
responsibility is to consolidate the concrete by tapping the sides of the form with a hammer and a
2x block. Place the block against the wall form and hammer the block causing the concrete to
consolidate in the forms. These two workmen can also watch for any problem areas and advise
the man on the pump hose when he needs to move on. Meaning they can tell by the solidness of
the forms by how full the forms are. This will keep your horizontal pour line even, remember the
4ft.to 5ft. lifts rule.
Locate the pump if at all possible where it can reach all the walls from one location. This will save
you from having to stop the pour to relocate to finish the pour.
Timing or staging the concrete deliver is important. You don¶t want the concrete trucks to close
together making the concrete get ³hot´ or beginning to set in the truck. This makes the concrete
harder to pump and handle. Also you don¶t want too much time between deliveries causing you to
get a cold joint in the concrete i.e.: the previously placed concrete gets hard before the new
concrete is placed over it.
As an example assuming you are located within a 30-minute drive of the concrete plant you could
stage as followed.
Tell the dispatcher the approximate total amount of concrete you will need.
Schedule the first truck on the job at a set time. Tell the dispatcher to allow you at least 3 trucks
for the pour. Tell the dispatcher you will call him to release the 2nd truck once the first truck has
begun unloading and everything is progressing ok. That should put your 2nd truck onsite close to
when the 1st truck is empty. Tell the dispatcher to load the 3rd truck when the 2nd truck begins
unloading. This will put the 3rd truck onsite about the time the 2nd truck is empty and the 1st
truck should be back at the plant to reload for another load. By now you should have a good idea
if you need to speed up or slow down the delivery time.
Predetermining the starting point of the pour should be made in advance. The best place on a
building wall is usually at a door buck. This will act as a bulkhead. Windows are not good places
since you can¶t create a good vertical joint because the concrete will flow under the buck
unevenly. If possible start the pour in a direction away from the starting point with the fewest
openings to cross i.e.: windows and doors. This will allow the pump operator time to get the
speed of the pump adjusted for you. Also have in mind where your first stopping point will be to
turn around and make you 2nd lift or top out lift. Usually this again will be another door buck to
act as a bulkhead.
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Now starting at the first door buck pour up about 4ft .to 5ft.continuing along the wall. The two
men on the ground are tapping the sides of the wall forms with their hammer and blocks. As you
approach a window if the flow of the concrete will flow under the buck with a little tapping and
mechanical vibration you won¶t have to stop. If it won¶t you may have to stop and pass the pump
hose down to the men on the ground to fill the bottom of the window. If there are a lot of
windows close together you can fill the bottoms all at one time and then fill in between them from
on top. On the first lift it is important as you come to a window or door buck to skip across the
top of the buck without depositing concrete on top of the buck. Minor spillage is not a problem,
but pouring over the top before making the final lift will cause improper jointing in the wall. The
man on the pump hose can usually swing the pump hose over a door or window buck quickly to
accomplish this or simply put his hand over the end of the pump hose to hold the concrete back.
Proper jointing is of concern. Expansion joints in a wall are easy to deal with. They allow you to
stop and start at a given point. And allow large spans of concrete to expand and contract. The
engineer for large buildings usually predetermines these joints. It is fairly rare to see these types of
joints in residential ICF homes.
Construction joints on the other hand are always a part of most jobs. You will have a minimum of
at least one construction joint in every wall pour. This is usually the beginning and finishing point
of the pour. See the drawing below for a proper construction joint to start and finish a pour. This
joint can be accomplished by putting a piece of the ICF foam plank the width of the wall a couple
of feet away from the starting point bracing it against the wall connectors (see drawing). This type
of joint allows you to create an even horizontal and vertical construction joint at a given position
as well a maintaining a good structural beam over the door opening. As well as utilizing the
rebar¶s as a continuous dowel thru the concrete.

constr. joint line

hor.rebar

vert. rebar

Door

Figure 30
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Summary of pouring the concrete:
Now that you¶ve completed:
 Staging the crewmen.
 Locating the pump.
 Timing the concrete delivery.
 Predetermined the starting point of the pour.
 Establish good jointing methods. / Horizontal and vertical joints. Etc.
 Your ready to pour.
A FEW GOOD THINGS TO REMEBER
Mechanical vibrators: max. 7/8´ dia., do not stick a vibrator in a wall and leave in one area for a
long time. Move the vibrator in and out of the wall at a continuous motion move alone the wall
approximately every 4ft to 5ft.Another good tip is to turn the vibrator on and off in short burst
while the vibrator is being inserted or pulled out of the wall. This will consolidate the concrete
and put minimum pressure on the forms. This technique is great for working in and around
window corners and dense steel.
Good jointing practices: Following the jointing procedures previously discussed. Keep a wet
edge on each layer of concrete. Pick a good spot to stop to return to complete the next lift of
concrete. A good way to tell if you need to start stopping and return to pour the next lift. Take a
long piece of rebar and have a workmen or crew leader periodically check the stiffness of the
concrete where you started the lift. Insert the rebar rod by pushing it into the concrete. If you can
insert the rod 2ft or more with minimal effort the concrete is wet enough to consolidate with the
next lift of concrete. If the concrete is hard to penetrate or takes a lot of effort to penetrate you¶re
waiting to long to return to top out the wall or next lift.
If the distance between bulkhead points (door bucks) is a long way and you are concerned about
cold joint. Shorten the height of the lifts to allow you to move faster around the wall. This will
mean you will have to make more trips around the wall, but is better than getting a cold joint.
Setting a grade or keeping the top of the wall level:
One of the best ways to set the top of the wall to grade is to set a top plate or rail to screed the
concrete to.
Another way is to use a laser level and continuously wet shot the concrete grade as the wall is
filled.
The one thing I do not recommend is chalking a line inside ICF wall to follow a grade. The
reason is that the foam forms are light in weight and tend to settle down with the weight of the
concrete. This is primarily due to the fact that the rebar is tied to the wall connectors and the
weight of concrete pushing on the rebar pulls the form downward. This is a hard thing to actually
see while pouring is why I don¶t recommend chalking grades. There is nothing worse than trying
to build off an uneven plate line.
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The last thing to remember:
No matter how well a product is manufactured the one thing that is never for certain is the factor
of human error. And by that I mean the human error in using a product. So word to the wise is to
always consult with you Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form dealer for tech support and
assistance as much as possible until your confident in your ability to use the product. And mainly
always remember Murphy¶s Rule: Anything that can go wrong will go wrong. So always be
flexible and prepared to handle changes caused by human error.
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY: RELAX...EVERYTHING IS GOING TO BE FINE. GO
HAVE A GREAT ICF EXPERIENCE WITH OUR Versa-Form Insulated Concrete Form
SYSTEM . AND LET US KNOW IF THERES ANYTHING WE CAN DO TO HELP YOU
HAVE A SUCESSFUL ICF PROJECT.
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